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Abstract: The adaptive reuse of cultural heritage assets is often problematic. What emerges is the
urgency of a thoughtful negotiation between built forms and emerging needs and requests. In this
view, a fruitful trajectory of development arises in commoning heritage by means of adaptive reuse.
Hence, the purpose of this article is to investigate how community-led adaptive heritage re-use
practices contribute to social innovation in terms of new successful model of urban governance,
by providing a specific focus on innovative aspects that emerge in both heritage and planning
sectors. Therefore, it also aims to improve the knowledge in the innovative power of heritage when
conceptualized as performative practice. To this end, the paper presents the adaptation process of a
former church complex located in Naples, today Scugnizzo Liberato, one of the bottom-up initiatives
recognized by the Municipality of Naples as part of the urban commons network of the city. The
research results are based on desk research, a literature review, and interviews with experts and
activists, conducted as part of the OpenHeritage project (Horizon 2020). Initial evidence shows
that profound citizen involvement throughout the whole heritage-making process might generate
innovative perspectives in urban governance as well as conservation planning practice.
Keywords: cultural heritage; adaptive reuse; commons; social innovation; urban planning and
policy; conservation
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1. Introduction

of Social Innovation: Naples and the

The importance of the re-conceptualization of cultural heritage as a common good is
solidly affirmed in the European quality principles for EU-funded interventions with potential
impact upon cultural heritage, issued by ICOMOS in 2020 [1]. According to the document,
this is a necessary precondition for advancing quality principles in EU-funded heritage
conservation and management. As recalled in the Davos Declaration [2], the common good
is also the main objective of transformation processes based on culture. By focusing on
quality, what these policy documents share is the orientation towards a humanization of
the built environment, often advocating for a different kind of ownership as much as the
activation of new social constructions [3]. In this context, the role of communities in cultural
heritage is increasingly recognized and fostered by the European commission. The Faro
Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society ignites a revolution in the heritage
field by placing on people the right and duty to actively recognize, participate in and
benefit from heritage assets, opening up new patterns of social change and resilience [4].
Thereby, the broadening in nature and categories of what resources merit conservation has
induced innovations (and complexification) in heritage planning also expanding the ways
in which heritage is reckoned, managed and cared for [5].
Heritage is thus increasingly conceived (and valued) as a process. Beyond heritage
objects and its representational values, van Knippenberg et al. argue [6] that the complexity
of a co-evolutionary heritage approach is “more about identity, practices and immaterial
aspects” (p. 12), shedding light on the interrelatedness and relatedness of urban components such as material/immaterial assets, local community and spatial development. In the
redefinition of the heritage concept, the centrality of performative practices thus resonates
in larger territorial aspects, making heritage regeneration work for or against displacement,
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gentrification and inequalities. Hence, Smith draws on the policy of recognition to take a
step forward towards the rejection of heritage meanings and discourse dominated by experts’ assumptions and narratives, known as the Authorized Heritage Discourse (AHD) [7].
Assuming that heritage “is not simply a ‘thing, place or site’, but . . . [an] affective process
and activity” [8] (p. 48) of knowledge and meaning-making, the implication of heritage in
the policy of recognition becomes self-evident due to the process of assessment, negotiation
and legitimation of the identities it underpins. From this viewpoint, heritage is a resource
implicated in the struggles over recogni tion, redistribution and restorative justice.
It needs to be noted that the emotional reconnection between people and (historic)
places, which generally drives grassroots movements against the privatization of the
commons, plays a pivotal role [9] by shining light on the ways heritage affectivities can
encompass political and ecological concerns [10,11]. In other words, valuing that aspects of
proximity, largely recalled and reclaimed throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, are not only
physical or local but are also interlinked with people’s more intimate subjectivity. Inscribed
within the framework of the commons, cultural heritage is thus reclaimed as a shared
resource, aligning with a more democratic and critical conception of current heritage [12].
Although the correspondence between the performative nature of heritage and commons
principles is straightforward, the connection of the two fields has received little attention.
Whilst great emphasis has been given to legal and real estate experiments based on the
commons [13], less is said about their innovative contribution in the realization of heritage,
as well as its integration with the planning sector.
In this context, adaptive reuse has gained a considerable political momentum due
to a more comprehensive capacity to tackle and integrate economic and social aspects
of heritage. Dealing with multiple temporalities, adaptive approaches allow for more
collaborative, neighborly stances, favoring the generation of relational values [14] but also
of “opportunity” spaces for catalytic change [15]. Thereby, it contributes to create the
conditions for social innovation, an under-researched area of studies in the heritage sector
that, conversely, is more often understood as opposed to innovation and creativity [16].
From an ecological point of view, instead, heritage practices of reuse meet needs of
waste reduction (responsible consumption and production, SDG 12), while their alignment
to circular paradigms gives way to human-centered perspectives based on symbiotic, autopoietic and generative capacities [17,18]. According to Girard, these characteristics lie
in the co-evolutions of both people and heritage through a continuous and non-linear
process of adaptation-transformation, inducing mostly innovations in terms of heritage
management [18]. Being adaptive, thus, not only denotes flexibility in terms of spaces,
behaviors and uses, but it also embraces a process of value creation and enhancement that
starts by acting-from-within people and places. The unfolding of this process thus entails
a reflexive rationality for cultural heritage management that demands a shift in terms of
values and aesthetics. For the sake of community involvement, a vernacular approach is
increasingly recognized as possessing a heritage value [19]. From this viewpoint, the imperfect, decaying narratives of spontaneous interventions thus contribute to open conservation
towards processes of amnesia and loss, deemed essential for dealing with contemporary
realities [20,21].
Perhaps not surprisingly, building regulations and codes are recognized as being
among the main barriers to creating heritage adaptive re-use [22,23]. Despite the degree
of national secularization, the reuse project of European religious assets such as churches
shows extremes and contradictions which lie under the ideal of “heritage as a resource”
when it comes to dealing with strong values, identities and powers [24–26]. For the spatial,
social and economic function of these assets to be re-evocated, re-signified or re-activated,
an open and multidisciplinary approach is therefore required. Undoubtedly, this is a
precondition to deal not only with conservation of heritage objects but also with those
adjustments that will occur overt time [27,28]. On the other hand, it is acknowledged that
bureaucratic and commercial dynamics play an increasingly important role in the enclosure
of common spaces (and thus heritage spaces conceptualized within this framework), re-
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ducing, discouraging or disregarding spontaneous forms of participation [29]. An attitude
that all too often tends to be overshadowed or absorbed by capitalism, making informal
lifestyle works for neoliberal purposes and eventually lining up with the production of
new inequalities [30].
Although community involvement can easily become tokenistic, I argue that the implementation of common-oriented practices on heritage assets allow dominant heritage
paradigms to be overcome, innovating the sector and reinforcing its integration in sustainable development. Drawing on commons and heritage studies and intersecting them with
the reuse process, these argumentations thus define a conceptual framework that bridges
commons and heritage fields in accordance with specific characteristics (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Synthetic view of the main characteristics extracted from the literature review.

To this end, the article presents a specific focus on the Italian context. Advancing a
mounting number of experimentations grouped under the umbrella of the commons, it
indeed seems to offer a particularly rich scenario. In the last decades, the rapidly growing
number of community-led initiatives along with the growing abandonment of urban (public
and private) stock have gained interest both from scholars and public institutions, while
also fostering a copious body of research [31,32]. Whilst over past centuries, asset disposal
often prevailed (and in many cases still does), in recent years, public administrations have
started to invert this trend by experimenting with new enhancement strategies of their
assets based on civic engagement. Public properties are entrusted to parties capable of
social innovation [33,34]. In doing so, it can be affirmed that the re-conceptualization of
urban commons has provided a theoretical and operational framework [35] within which
administrative innovations have emerged, mainly at a local but also at a national level
(see for instance art. 24 and 26 L. 164/2014 Unblock Italy Decree). When it comes to cultural
heritage, though, collaborative reuse processes are particularly problematic and the link
between this sector and innovation tends to be overshadowed.
Considering the Italian scenario, commoning heritage by means of adaptive reuse
has offered the opportunity to test more open trajectories of development by inducing
institutional innovations in both heritage management and planning. However, while
civic uses have received much recognition from the legal-administrative viewpoint, less
is said regarding their innovative contribution in heritage and planning as well as in the
integration of these two fields. To shed light on these issues, the research questions that
guide this study thus regards motivations, tools, methods and trajectories of development
of one of the commons-based initiatives acknowledged by the Municipality of Naples
as part of the urban commons network of the city, today known as Scugnizzo Liberato
(SL). By showing an innovative approach to cultural heritage as a vector for both urban
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regeneration and social innovation, the case study is part of the OpenHeritage research
project (Horizon 2020).
The purpose of this article is primarily to illustrate how commoning practices contribute to social innovation in terms of new successful modes and regulations of city
governance and planning and how this might impact on (cultural) heritage management.
This thus serves to elucidate how commoning experiences contribute to reorienting the
Italian conservation practice towards a more relational notion of cultural heritage. On the
other hand, the article aims to improve the knowledge in the innovative power of heritage
when conceptualized as performative process. The paper thus highlights potential ways
of operationalizing power distribution by means of co-management; the materiality this
approach implicates when it comes to integrate social benefit and heritage conservation;
and the areas of possible upscaling of innovative local processes in both heritage and
planning systems. Therefore, the paper contributes to the heritage and planning studies
that envision a more integrated and participated approach to the urban legacy.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the research methodology
adopted to address the case study and critically analyses it within a larger territorial
context (local and national). To fully understand the relevance of the SL, Section 3 frames
it within the Neapolitan context from which it is indivisible. There follows (Section 4)
the investigation of those emerging innovations that are deemed relevant for heritage
transformations, not only at a city scale but also at a national one. Finally, the discussion
(Section 5) concludes by arguing how commons practices serve to advance innovations
in the field of heritage. Insisting on emerging trajectories within the framework of the
commons, evidence shows that a profound citizen involvement throughout the whole
heritage-making process might inform further generative policy as well as renovating the
conservation-planning practice.
2. Materials and Methods
The study presented in this paper stems from a project entitled OpenHeritage—
Organizing, Promoting and Enabling Heritage Re-use through Inclusion, Technology,
Access, Governance and Empowerment—funded under the EU’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation program [36]. The openness at the core of the project evokes the principles
expressed in the aforementioned Faro Convention (2005), reinterpreting cultural heritage
in the light of the complex, co-evolutionary [37] interrelations occurring between objects
and communities, people and times. It strives for a governance model based on a plurality
of actors, going beyond a private/public dichotomy [13] and thus creating the conditions
for more inclusive and just processes of heritage reuse.
The SL (Naples, Italy) is 1 of the 16 Observatory Cases (OCs), i.e., ongoing communityled adaptive heritage reuse practices present throughout Europe, which provides the micro
level of analysis of the project. Overall, the study was conducted along the three OpenHeritage pillars, i.e., community/stakeholder, resource and regional integration, with the
aim of identifying sustainable and innovative ways of heritage governance, transformation
and management, therefore gaining insights about how to expand participation and social
benefit in these fields.
Methodologically, the research was based on the case study analysis of the SL to
understand how adaptive heritage reuse works in practice throughout the entire cycle
of transformation (from the launch of the initiative, to the decision-making stage, up to
the construction phase) and management of the heritage site. This serves to understand
the connections between the community, the place and the Municipal institution, as well
as their present and future models of development in the three aforementioned domains.
To this end, the analysis combined different sources of data. At first, it reviewed and
drew on a large number of documents, including policy, administrative (e.g., resolutions),
academic and communicative material (e.g., leaflets, website, social media) with the aim
of reconstructing the administrative innovations and the research/cultural areas which
had the most impacted. Secondly, 18 in-depth qualitative interviews were conducted with
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activists (no. 8, group A), scholars (no. 3, group S), spokespersons (no. 3, group SP) and
public officers (no. 4, group PO). The majority of interviews were held between 2018 and
2019, while two of them were conducted in July 2021. These latter serve in understanding
how the COVID-19 outbreak impacted on the initiatives and how the community reacted to
this stressor. Alongside gaining a profound understanding of the initiative itself, the ethnographic work allowed capturing the open-end nature of the process, likewise its social and
reflexive dimension [38], outlining the impact perceived in the neighborhood/city/region
on a qualitative basis. Moreover, with the purpose of providing critical results in the field
of urban planning and cultural heritage, this contribution combines the data collected at
a local level with insights gained in a study at a national level. In this case, interviews
with practitioners and public officers (no. 8, group, P.R.) mainly allow to identify obstacles
and potential supportive measures to adaptive reuse projects grounded in a social mission.
Contrasting the two tiers helps to illuminate the types of innovations that are deemed
relevant in the Italian context and the way commons-related practices act to renovate the
system. The results are then presented with a specific attention to the innovative aspects
of the case in relation to contextual characteristics. This latter study is part of the same
project and was aimed at providing a complex overview of how community-led adaptive
reuse (or not) works in European national contexts. Major results were published in the
project website in December 2019 [39]. However, in attempting to deploy an inter-scalar
discourse, I will also refer to unpublished materials and interviews collected during the
research activity for the Italian case.
Finally, interviews to the SL community were accompanied with several site visits
during which we produced a photographic report and a video, mainly devoted to a communicative purpose [40]. The SL detailed report was part of Work Package 2 Observatory
Cases and was published in the OpenHeritage website in November 2019 [41].
3. The Scugnizzo Liberato and Naples Commons
The SL is located in one of the historic districts of Naples, the Avvocata district (part
of the II Municipality of Naples), and is based in the former convent of San Francesco delle
Cappuccinelle, a public property, recently listed as an Italian cultural asset. The central
area of Naples has been part of the list of UNESCO assets since 1995, and it is included
within the UNESCO Big Project [Grande Progetto UNESCO], namely, a renovation plan that
embraces the entire area (about 720 hectares).
However, the Avvocata district is characterized by economic and social marginalization,
and it has been subject to a spontaneous mix of urbanization due to different groups
inhabiting the area (Figures 2 and 3). It has one of the highest unemployment rates in
Naples [42] and its population is composed of a significant percentage of young people,
particularly students (ibid).
Founded in 1585, the convent went through several transformations, adapting and
thus changing forms and functions in relation to contextual circumstances. However,
what marked its contemporary memory the most was its 1809 conversion into a juvenile
detention center, the Filangieri Institute. Indeed, this use was maintained over the following
century when, on 23 November 1980, it was severely damaged by the Irpinia earthquake,
one of the most destructive seismic event of Naples that struck the entire region of central
Campania and Basilicata.
Once abandoned, several attempts at adaptation and reuse occurred, ultimately failing
to restore the enormous complex of 10,000 sqm (Figure 4). In this context though, it is worth
recalling the partial renewal of the convent supported by Eduardo De Filippo, senator of the
Italian Republic in 1985 and one of the most important figures of the Italian theatre of the
past century. “Eduardo’s dream”, as it was known, was to transform the ex-detention centre
into a social and cultural space based on workshop and educational activities. Although
the project remained incomplete, its legacy has been collected and reinterpreted by the
current project.
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Figure 2. Top view of the San Francesco delle Cappuccinelle complex.

Figure 3. Street view towards Salita Pontecorvo where the ex-convent is located.
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Figure 4. The convent and its courtyard. Credits: Federica Fava.

Activists of the Scacco Matto group entered the complex in September 2015, after
about 15 years of abandonment. Even though a large-scale collaboration also started
out of necessity, from the beginning, the intention of the group was to encourage the
inhabitants’ involvement in the space’s management, turning the old convent into a mutual
aid laboratory [Laboratorio di mutuo aiuto] where alternative forms of welfare are produced
and delivered by the community itself. Therefore, the SL group has steadily grown to
form a network of collectives that include various cultural associations, NGOs, individuals
(e.g., artisans), students, minority groups (e.g., Sri Lankan and Cape Verdean communities),
etc., giving back to the district its larger (indoor/outdoor) public space. This tension is
what led the SL to be recognized (2016) as one of the common assets of the City of Naples.
As is widely documented, since 2011, Naples has been at the forefront of the mobilization of the commons, quickly attracting international appreciation; the City of Naples
was the leading partner of Civic eState—URBACT III project, 1 of the 25 European transfer
networks launched by URBACT in 2018. The process has been based on a series of resolutions (Table 1) that reinterpreted and updated the ancient device of “civic use” [usi civici],
originally related to old rights of the collective enjoyment of earthly goods [43]. This
ultimately updated and expanded the former right, from the original assets of pasture,
hunting or firewood to abandoned real estates and urban contexts, giving back to the
people new lands of self-appropriation and self-determination. Inspired by constitutional
principles (i.e., art. 41, 42, 43 of the Italian Constitution), the newly defined framework of
the commons has served the legitimation of those informal-illegal-emerging communities
acting in the general interest by occupying and reusing public assets that were otherwise
abandoned. The intent was to surpass the classic concession agreement model by recognizing and recording social value as being part of the economic value of heritage assets [44].
The dualism of the public–private regime was thus overcome, and a way of prioritizing social values and social utility over private interests was illuminated. Following the ex-Asilo
Filangieri’s experience, i.e., the first space to be formally recognized by the administration
as a common good, the SL and six other places re-activated by squatting groups therefore
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became part of an institutional process of legitimation due to the relational, social and civic
capital generated by their active participation in urban life.
Table 1. List of the resolutions issued by the Naples City Council and their main topics.
Resolutions
Aimed at Defining the Commons Framework
no. 24, 22 September 2011

Introduction of the legal category of the commons in the
City Statute

no. 48, 21 December 2011

Approval of the regulation “Adopt a flowerbed” for the allocation
of public and private green spaces to non-profit entities

no. 8, 18 April 2012

Institution of the Naples Laboratory for the creation and
regulation of the commons

no. 17, 18 January 2013

Approval of the regulation for the governance and the
management of the commons

no. 7, 9 March 2015

Approval of guidelines to identify disused or underused public
assets perceived as commons and their respective civic
use declarations

no. 29, 16 July 2015

Approval of the regulation “Adopt a street” for supporting
participated project and care of urban spaces

no. 458, 10 August 2017

Approval of guidelines for the social enhancement of public
assets and for the temporary use of public spaces and assets;
guidelines for the definition of pilot projects
Aimed at legitimizing informal initiatives

no. 400, 25 May 2012

Guidelines for the allocation of the San Gregorio Armeno
complex to the Ex-Asilo Filangieri community, according to
commons principles

no. 893, 29 December 2015

Recognition of the Ex-Asilo Filangieri as common good, located in
the San Gregorio Armeno complex, and approval of its civic
use declaration

no. 446, 1 June 2016

Recognition of seven ongoing initiatives as common goods

The updating of this ancient mechanism has generated a city-wide innovation process,
fostering a giant and international body of studies [45]. However, while this evidence
has been widely discussed from the juridical, social or cultural viewpoint, it is useful to
consider how it might contribute to informing and innovating the heritage discourse.
4. Results
As result of the aforementioned process, the commons paradigms currently inform
the city planning of Naples. In the 2020 Orientation document, issued by the City of
Naples [46], the guidelines for updating the city plan are designed on commons-related
principles. Primarily, the aspiration of an environment that is more favorable towards heritage reuse culminates in the inclusion of different temporalities (i.e., time-based, interim)
within the future urban planning tool (resolution no. 458/2017), operationalizing the idea
of “urbanism as a collective project rather than as a program” [46] (p. 5). Whilst in the
historic city the socialization of urban resources forces the definition of a more nuanced
nexus between building typologies and (multiplication of) uses, the civic use seems to
have a complex impact on the way collective facilities (have and) will be produced in the
implementation of the city plan [46]. Resolution no. 458/2017 innovates so-called urban
standards [standard urbanistici] by introducing “civic urban community” and regulating
temporary uses for the social enhancement of public properties [47]. In doing so, it creates the conditions for an extensive experimental approach [48] that embraces the whole
cityscape, and thus nurtures its (re)conceptualization as a resource for social innovation.
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The universality of the commons approach relies on the idea of a constitutional-based urbanism. Particularly for cultural heritage, art. 9 of the Constitution makes its very mission
explicit, namely, being a means to embodying critical cultures [49] and helping human
abilities to flourish.
In this respect, it needs to be pinpointed that in Italy temporary uses are still in
“a limbo between legality and illegality, lacking a specific juridical framework” within the
planning system [50] (p. 160). Although the growing interest in urban regeneration has
steered the initial updating of the Italian building activity norms on the matter (see, for
instance, the 2020 updated version of the D.P.R. 6 June 2001, n. 380 Testo Unico dell’edilizia,
art. 3, 6, 23 quarter), practitioners agree about the fact that the lack of a clear framework
for temporary uses, on one side, and an overly strict regulatory environment, on the other,
define the main obstacles to a socially oriented heritage adaptation. The need to inhabit the
selected places and thus to develop ideas “from within” is a recurrent theme:
“The most critical factors affecting the success of community-led adaptive reuse projects
are time and procedures. [ . . . ] Administrative delays often tend to reduce the energy
needed to develop such projects. [ . . . ] Without hygienic permission, for example, you
cannot cook or even dance. However, there are many possibilities for secure activities to be
conducted outside the norms.”
“The regeneration of a heritage site is always a special act. Therefore, we never deal with a
place without inhabiting it. You cannot think of addressing the complexity without living
that condition. [ . . . ] The places where we work are not legally habitable, but this is just a
formality because, in practice, they are secured. The sites we tackled were often burdened
with critical economic and bureaucratic administrative issues. It is by overcoming these
constraints that we can work.” (interviews group PR)
Although the ability of the commons to effectively resist neo-liberal approaches needs
to be continuously confirmed [51], the recognition of Neapolitan squatting experiences as
“emerging commons” defines a way to make room for a trial and error method, postponing
some of the procedural aspects related to (cultural) heritage in a second moment. The
commons framework thus assures the mediation of the local authority and a more flexible
regime of security:
“The municipality functions as guarantor of the commons initiatives and this can help
to solve problems that may arise with a Soprintendenze (the regional branches of the
State for heritage conservation). When it is time to advance more consistent restoration
work, we support and collect proposals by the local communities and discussed them
with Soprintendenze, following the ordinary procedural path but also facilitating this
relationship.”(interview group PO)
Within the commons network, the dialogue between citizens and public administration is renewed on a regular basis since public officers participate in the management
assemblies conducted by the communities to run each project. Although “being on site” is
generally deemed a pivotal governmental and political condition to steer a more responsive
institutional ecosystem (OpenHeritage internal dialogue for the elaboration of Transferability Matrix, July 2021), in the Italian context, this assumes a peculiar role. Indeed, in the last
decade, the growing impact of austerity measures in the cultural heritage sector has led to
a significant reduction of the Soprintendenze’s powers. On the other hand, a shift toward
actions mainly focused on national strategic assets (e.g., Grandi Progetti Beni culturali, D.L.
no. 83/2014) and tourism-oriented approaches have conveyed a progressive fragmentation
of its heritage (reuse) policy, often detached from desires emerging from below. The lens of
the commons also unveils a strategy of distribution which allows resource heritage assets
on the basis of locally shared interest:
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“Once a common good is acknowledged it becomes a priority, meaning that we start looking
for resources to keep supporting its development. It does not mean that other projects
are less important. But it is obvious that having a community that uses a certain site
and wants to follow up with its project represents a significant determinant for the asset
conservation itself.”
“The redevelopment program for the former Cappuccinelle convent provides municipal
investment starting from its use. To some extent, the innovation lies in the ability to
link potential funding, so much so that the complex was assigned with a restoration
plan of 7,500,000 euros (2014/2020 EU Cohesion policy—Culture and Tourism plan).”
(interviews group PO)
Beyond heritage, what motivated the collective actions is a multiplicity of objectives.
By means of the commons, heritage matters are thus addressed transversally, encouraging
a cross-sectorial discourse:
“The concept of the commons [ . . . ] does not solely regard the “freed spaces”, but it
concerns all administrative policy [ . . . ]. We interface with the youth department for
activities and policies that regard the youngsters. We have also worked with the tourism
department, since the city of Naples is increasingly hit by tourist flows. Obviously, we
interface with the heritage department because the initiatives use municipal properties
that must serve the public arena.” (interviews group PO)
However, in the SL case, activists underlined a feeling of social redemption which
pass through the need of a more narrowly relation with the district, its local youth and the
(lack of) collective spaces:
“The goal was to give this space back to the citizens after decades of neglect—especially
to the inhabitants of this neighborhood, who do not have a square or a meeting place and
then provide a space where a series of mutualistic activities can happen. Moreover, this
ex-convent is huge and has a very significant history for the neighborhood and today it
has become a point of reference for young people, especially in terms of music.”
“The occupation was an attempt to rediscover a collective horizon that many people had to
abandon because of work or other necessities. It was a matter of giving people trust, give
them space.”
“It was Eduardo De Filippo’s dream of turning the convent into a daily multi-functional
center where different kinds of courses and craft labs can be hosted. Therefore, the goal was
to create a shared knowledge and we have stuck with this endeavor [52].” (interviews
group A)
The preservation of historical and cultural value of the ex-Cappuccinelle convent were
not the main objectives of the initiative. However, the opening of the asset towards forms
of self-organization stimulated the rediscovery and appreciation of heritage values and the
production of new cultural-social ones.
“The community is becoming conscious of the architectural and historical value of the
Cappuccinelle. Thus, the program of activities needs to agree and proceed parallel to a
restoration project, preserving the complex in its integrity. In order to attain this aim, we
are cooperating with the public authority.”
“Originally, people were afraid of this place. By using it, though, the relationship with
the convent has changed also thanks to new cultural productions among which many
songs that significantly have help to chase away the ghosts that burden over the complex.”
(interviews group A)
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Along with the presence on site, this progressive expansion in terms of meanings but
also actors (from the squatting group, to the neighborhood inhabitants and, more recently,
local vendors) is encouraged through three components that significantly characterize the
SL initiative and partially the commons network itself: the free and (mandatory) collective
usage of the convent premises, its self-management process and self-construction.
To the formal recognition of the community indeed corresponds the opening of the
decision-making process to its members. The governance and management of the asset
follow the model firstly experimented in the ex-Asilo Filangeri and adopted by all the
commons initiatives. In accordance with the local authority, this community’s responsibility
develops in weekly management assembly [assemblea di gestione], which is the only “agency”
holding the power to enforce binding decisions for the community. It brings together the
whole community, including public servants, and is organized around changeable thematic
assemblies [tavoli tematici] (Figure 5) dedicated to specific topics and their respective members: internal and external communication, participative architecture and self-recovery,
cultural programming, building community, common goods and alternative economies.
The management assembly serves to arrange the routine management of the complex
(programs, activities, etc.), its recovery work as well as communication and logistics.

Figure 5. An open-air assembly. Credits: Scugnizzo Liberato.

The process of self-determination has been also cultivated through the SL’s Declaration
of the Urban and Civic and Collective Use (for SL, approved by resolution no. 424/2021),
presented by each initiative to the Municipality to sets the rules proposed by the community
for the self-governance of the asset. In general, self-recovery and collective care of the
space represent the cornerstones of civic use practices, the aim of which is to strengthen the
capacities of the most fragile individuals in the city, in part by means of a more corporal
approach to heritage making (Figure 6). For the SL, activists strongly agree on the value
assumed by self-recovery activities both in term of space adaptation and community
building [53]. DIY practices thus assume a pivotal role in the project as a way to combine
commons ethics and open aesthetics. While at the beginning this has served the immediate
and low-cost access to the convent, the inclusion of self-recovery practices in the SL’s
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Declaration is a “proactive” statement, ultimately aimed at overcoming time-consuming
procedures, in Italy required also for minimal interventions in listed assets [54]:
“The building started to be restored, especially in the first period, thanks to people’s efforts.
When we arrived to the convent it was traumatic: both courts were completely covered
with grass and trees that were rooted up to the internal rooms of the complex. In addition,
the condition of the church clearly showed that many assets were plundered.”
“The complex is a cultural asset which means constraints are pending it over. We acknowledge and protect its cultural value but in the Scugnizzo Declaration (art. 16) we have also
tried to assure the community with a minimum level of autonomy over the maintenance
and the restoration of the asset. [ . . . ] In such a decaying and large complex as the SL, it
should be the community that indicates the interventions and, when possible, intervening
autonomously.” (interviews group A)

Figure 6. Collective work of cleaning. Credits: Scugnizzo Liberato.

The commons model has thus launched the implementation of guidelines to define
a future DIY regulation for the City of Naples [55], opening up an additional field of
innovation within the heritage-building sector. At the national level, indeed, the lack of
rules to frame citizens’ actions in terms of self-construction is perceived as one of the main
barriers to bottom-up adaptive reuse [39].
5. Discussion
This paper began following recent European developments in matters of heritage
and argues concerning the growing centrality assumed by community in the process of
heritage recognition and care. Analyzing the Scugnizzo Liberato, and more generally, the
process conducted in Naples under the umbrella of the commons, this article focuses on
the innovate aspects of the presented actions. This shifts the attention towards innovations
generated along the trajectory of the commons, understanding motivations, modalities and
tools that might be upscaled in the heritage sector.
The analysis stresses the attention on the processes of self-organization that happen in
an abandoned heritage asset that set the scene for new spatial and human organization.
Interpreting the city assets as social infrastructures of public value and social impact [56],
the socialization of heritage through commons enforces the use value of assets and revolutionizes prerequisites of accessibility. Although the physical transformation/conservation
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of the cultural object might in some cases be endangered through the implementation
of immediate uses and actions, mainly led by non-experts, the SL seems to contribute to
the high-quality principle set by the ICOMOS [1] for interventions in cultural heritage
in multiple ways. Alongside prioritizing the “public benefit” in terms of both citizenry
and access to the cultural good, the convent occupation supports a process of knowledge
building, one of the conditions to develop a conscious conservation project. Moreover, the
focus on the process (e.g., good governance in the ICOMOS’s words) and the inclusion of
the project within the city strategy introduce long-term elements of sustainability. From this
viewpoint, commoning heritage expanded the notion of urban standard showing a way
to develop a more complex (cultural) approach to the quality of living, one that meets not
only functional-spatial requirements but also social, psychological and resilience aspects.
Moreover, the analysis shows that power distribution is made possible through the
recognition of the social and cultural value of performative heritage practices based on
commons principles. The new organization in terms of self-management/organization and
regulation starts with the opening of the process to a large arena of actors that works in
dialogue with the public administration to redefine a shared set of values over preexisting
ones. These evidences are particularly relevant in the Italian heritage system. Although
the Italian Heritage Code [dl no. 42/2004] focuses on cultural heritage safeguarding
[tutela] as a way to guarantee its conservation and public fruition [fruizione pubblica], the
continuing prevalence of issues of materiality over real needs overshadows the very mission
of preservation, i.e., the use of heritage [57]. In this context, the SL initiative demonstrates
that the commons governance model has the capacity to make conservation instrumental
for public fruition and, in doing so, defining a way to heal the fracture between conservation
and enhancement which characterizes the national system [49,58].
To treat heritage as a common has material consequences motivated not only by social
and economic purposes but also by uncertainties regarding present and future priorities.
For heritage to be supportive of social change, ephemeral, informal or no interventions
become tools of an adaptation strategy that proves to be relevant in facing and rewriting
dark assets, territories and futures. The symbiotic relationship established between human
and urban bodies through self-construction and organization functions as a detoxing agent
against structural (managerial) dysfunctions [59], opening up the way to new areas of
innovation in both heritage and planning. On the other hand, it serves as a decolonizing
agent that creates a rupture, not only with racialized environments against minority groups
(whether migrant, foreign or poor people) [60] but also with state-led violence and the
domination of authorized heritage actors through in situ rationalities of mutual care.
To conclude, the reformulation of heritage within the framework of the commons contributes to challenge the prevalent heritage discourse through the transformative potential
of collective desires and endeavor. In fact, despite interests in matters of heritage being
initially surpassed by other priorities, the study shows practical modes to discover and
(re)create uses and meanings that inform new heritage values by means of adaptive strategies of reuse. Beyond the specificity of the “civic use” model, however, it is important to
underline the centrality of the adaptive approach to heritage reuse within larger process of
urban transformation. It indeed requires participatory methods and tools that can generate
further changes in the management and transformation of the build environment that do
not end within commons-related frameworks.
In the face of the climate threats increasingly challenging urban-heritage contexts,
further studies on this matter would be undoubtedly needed. What are, for instance,
additional reasons, sectors and modalities to be taken into account in sustainable urban
development grounded on commons-oriented practices? What is the role of commons
practices of heritage reuse in building new memories and affective bonds with the territory,
and how might they be instrumental to design trajectories of resilient building by means
of heritage?
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